
Using Life Insurance to Transfer Wealth
Life insurance can be a useful tool to accomplish many different planning goals. Specifically, if you are 

investing for a purpose that extends beyond your lifetime � like preserving wealth for generations to come � 
then life insurance can be a very attractive investment vehicle. Keep reading to see how a well-designed life 

insurance strategy can be a tax-efficient way to transfer wealth and protect your legacy.

Life insurance &
financial goals

How it works

Benefits of  a life insurance 
wealth transfer strategy
+ Quick access to liquidity precisely

when it’s needed
+ Can offer attractive IRR%
+ A value that's not correlated with the market
+ Death benefits are paid income tax-free

to beneficiaries
+ If structured properly, avoids estate and

transfer taxes
+ Improved portfolio diversification
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Transferring wealth using life insurance is as easy as 1-2-3:

Set up an 
irrevocable trust 

to allow for 
ownership 

outside of your 
taxable estate.

 Apply for life 
insurance 

owned inside 
the trust.

Fund the trust 
with assets, 

then the trust 
funds the 

policy.

Because policy death 
benefits are paid income 
tax free, beneficiaries 
will receive 100% of the 
death benefit. In 
addition, when the 
benefit is paid, it is not 
subject to estate taxes 
because the policy is 
owned outside of the 
taxable estate.

For wealth transfer purposes, the death benefit is usually the focus over cash value accumulation. Alison Wealth 
Management can help you maximize ROI on the death benefit with the most efficient design possible.

Why life 
insurance?

Life insurance can be designed for two primary goals:
• Provide a tax-efficient cash accumulation vehicle for use during your lifetime
• Provide a death benefit that can offer significant ROI as an asset class

Affluent families commonly use life insurance 
to accomplish one or more of the following in 
relation to their legacy planning goals:

• Create liquidity for estate planning needs
• Maintain equal treatment for children or heirs
• Reduce or mitigate tax implications on wealth

transfer plans
• Diversify into a non-correlating asset class
• Promote family harmony
• Build and protect multi-generational wealth



Funding designs
How and when you pay life insurance premiums can have a big influence on your economic outcome. The 
good news is you have more control over plan design than you may realize. Here are four commonly used 
funding designs that can help align life insurance with your wealth transfer goals.

Protect your family and 
accomplish goals that extend 

beyond your lifetime.

Click to schedule a consultation with Alison 
Wealth Management and to learn more about 
wealth transfer strategies and how our team of 

experienced financial professionals can help 
you protect and preserve generational wealth 

for your family.

888-617-3402 www.AlisonWealth.com
Financial Planning and Advisory Services are offered through Prosperity Capital Advisors ("PCA") an SEC registered investment adviser with its principal 
place of business in the State of Ohio. Alison Wealth Management and PCA are separate, non- affiliated entities. PCA does not provide tax or legal 
advice.  Insurance and Tax Services offered through Alison Wealth Management are not affiliated with PCA.

Factors that 
impact return 
on death benefits

“LEVEL PAY” DESIGN
How it works: An individual pays the same amount 
in premium every month for the life of the policy.

Pros: Predictable payment schedule and set costs 
make financial planning easier in other areas of 
your portfolio.

Cons: Neither maximizes ROI on the death benefit nor 
maximizes cash accumulation during your lifetime.

“VARIABLE PAYMENT” DESIGN
How it works: An investor makes contributions to 
their life insurance policy on an ad hoc basis when 
they deem it appropriate.

Pros: Increased flexibility is useful for those who 
want to pay for coverage based on their liquidity 
availability.

Cons: Makes it more difficult to plan overall finances 
and may not maximize ROI depending on when the 
death benefit is paid.

“MINIMUM FUNDING” DESIGN
How it works: The investor pays the minimum 
to keep the policy active and doesn’t add a 
single dollar above that threshold.

Pros: Ideal for maximizing insurance policy 
ROI by keeping costs as low as possible.

Cons: Doesn’t utilize the tax shelter benefits 
of life insurance to its full potential.

“SKIP FUND” DESIGN
How it works: An investor will put a lump sum into a 
life insurance policy at the time they open the policy. 
Then, they may not pay another premium for several 
years. As they approach life expectancy, premiums 
are then paid again.

Pros: Helpful in situations where the policy holder 
experiences a windfall of cash, like after the sale of 
a business. Also allows for capital to be used for 
other purposes during the skip period.

Cons: Increased premium requirements near life 
expectancy can be a challenge to plan for 
appropriately.
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There are four primary levers that can 
be used to influence the ROI of a life 
insurance policy:

Timing of premium – Paying the majority 
of premiums later in life will increase ROI 
on death benefits and maximize the time 
value of your wealth.

Premium amount – Contrary to popular 
belief, premium does not equal cost. The 
premium is everything investors put into 
their policy, and adding premium above 
policy cost is how investors can create 
real cash value. Naturally, the lower the 
premium committed, the better ROI on 
death benefit.

Policy costs – These costs can be 
minimized using Alison Wealth 
Management's unique approach to 
shopping for and purchasing insurance 
policies. Unlike purchasing a stock where 
you can generally get a comparable price 
from any broker, the method of going to 
market for insurance can have a real 
impact on economic outcome.

Interest credits – For any cash value that 
lives in the policy while you’re funding it, 
how that cash is credited interest will have 
an impact on investor experience, and 
ultimately return on investment.

https://AlisonWealth.com
https://alisonwealth.com/go



